It is known 1 that if the group G is the free sum of proper subgroups G\ and G2 (or free product for multiplicative groups), then neither G\ nor G2 is normal in G. Clearly, then, there is no nontrivial decomposition of a group into characteristic free summands. In this paper we show that the above statement on normality holds for free summands of a loop, but that it is possible, nevertheless, with relatively few restrictions, to obtain decompositions of loops into characteristic free summands.
It is known 1 that if the group G is the free sum of proper subgroups G\ and G2 (or free product for multiplicative groups), then neither G\ nor G2 is normal in G. Clearly, then, there is no nontrivial decomposition of a group into characteristic free summands. In this paper we show that the above statement on normality holds for free summands of a loop, but that it is possible, nevertheless, with relatively few restrictions, to obtain decompositions of loops into characteristic free summands. 2 We use definitions and theorems from a previous paper, 3 referred to throughout as [I] , but the statements of these are here repeated for the convenience of the reader.
Notations. If J*, K are subsets of a loop L, we denote by JKJK the set-theoretical sum of elements in / and K; by JC\K the crosscut of J and K; and by J+K the subloop of L which is generated by JKJK. If a is a single-valued map of the subset J of L into some loop T, we denote by Ja the image of / under a, and by xa> the image of any element x in /.
A half-loop J is a set of elements with a rule of combination, +, defined for some ordered pairs of elements (a, b) of /, and subject to the following three conditions :
i. If a+b = c and a+b -d, then c = d.
ii. If x+a=*y+a, then x~y\ if b+x = b+y, then x-y.
iii. There exists an element, 0, in /, such that 0+x=sx+0~x, for every x in J.
A loop L is a half-loop satisfying the added condition : If any two of the three elements a, &, c, are in L, then a+b -c determines the third as an element of L. Every subset of a loop L which contains the 0-element of L is a half-loop and, since every half-loop is embeddable in a loop, 4 it follows that every half-loop is a subset of some loop. By a homomorphism /3 of a half-loop /, we mean a single-valued mapping of / into some loop T such that if x+y is in /, then (x+y)p = xj3+yl3 in T. An isomorphism a of the half-loop J upon the halfloop K is a homomorphism of / upon K which is one-to-one and for which or 1 is a homomorphism of K upon /. The half-loop J is closed in the half-loop K if JC.K and if, given any two of the elements a, b, c in J with a+b~c in K, the third element is in /. We may then define generation as follows : The halfloop K is generated by its sub-half-loop / if no proper sub-half-loop of K containing / is closed in K.
The half-loop K is free over its sub-half-loop J if every homomorphism of J into any loop T may be extended to a homomorphism of K into the same loop T. In particular, a free loop F is one which is freely generated by a subset / (called a free basis of F) having the property: a+b = c in J* implies that at least one of the elements a, b is 0. The cardinal number of nonzero elements in a free basis of the free loop F is called the rank of F. A free cyclic loop is a free loop of rank one.
The loop L is the free sum of its subloops
and if L is freely generated by \JL(v). A free loop, then, is the free sum of free cyclic loops.
In [I] it is proved that if J is any half-loop, there exists one and essentially only one loop L which is freely generated by J, so that the existence of free loops and of free sums of loops is assured. In the appendix of [I] it is also shown that the above definitions are (relatively) analogous to the usual definitions of free groups and free sums of groups.
The following statements, here numbered for future reference, either follow immediately from the statements made above or have been proved in [I] .
1°. If the loop L is freely generated by J, if the loop T is freely generated by K, and if there exists an isomorphism a of J* upon JK", then there exists one and only one isomorphism of L upon T which induces a in J.
2°. If JQ K are two sub-half-loops of the loop L, (a) If L is freely generated by K and if K is freely generated by /, then L is freely generated by J", and :
(b) If L is freely generated by / and if K is generated by /, then L is freely generated by K. 
+0*=y+x = 0+(y+x).
We require the above to be the only sums defined in S. In particular, then,a+b for O^a in i4,(Mô in B, is defined only for a -x, b=*y; and b+a } for O^b in 5, Q^a in A, is defined only for b=y and a=#.
Then S is a half-loop under this composition and there exists one and essentially only one loop V which is freely generated by S. But then L' is generated by A^JB since the subloop of V which contains A\JB must contain S (since it must contain x+y and y+x). Furthermore, if a is any homomorphism of AUB into a loop T f then in T there exists one and only one z', and one and only one w', such that xa+ya -z' and ya+xa -w' y so that a may be extended to a homomorphism j3 of S by mapping x+y on z' and y+x on w\ Since V is free over 5, there exists one and only one homomorphism y of V inducing j3 in 5 and a in A\JB-that is, a may be extended to a homomorphism of L' into T and hence L' is free over AKJB.
But L is freely generated by AUB, sinceL -A * J5. Hence (by 1°), there exists an (AUB)-isomorphism of L upon V and therefore x+y^éy+x in L. But this is a contradiction since we chose x, y in A\JB such that x+y=y+x in L. Hence our assumption that both (1) x, y in A, but z in B, or (2) x, z in A t but y in B. We discuss these separately:
(1) x, y in A ; z in B ; then x+y -a, where a is a uniquely defined element in A, but y+z and x+(y+z) are undefined in AKJB.
i. If a = 0, then a+z -z. We define a system 5 consisting of the elements of AKJB, together with distinct symbols y oz and x o (y o z), and define a composition, +, in S as follows: s+s' is the uniquely defined sum of s, s', when this sum is defined in A\JB for s, s' in A\JB\ y+z -y o z; x+(y+z) *=x + (y o z) -x o (y o z); and s+0 = 0+^ = 5 for all s in 5. Then S is a half-loop and the argument from here on goes through as in part (a).
ii. If a5^0, then a+z is also undefined in A^JB and we adjoin to 5 in i a new symbol, a o z, and define in the extended system one more sum, a+z -a o z, before completing the argument.
(2) x, z in A, but y in B; then*+y, y+z, x+(y+z), and (x+y)+z are all undefined in AKJB. Hence, as before, constructing a system 5 to include the elements of A KJB, we adjoin now four distinct symbols, x o y, y o z, x o (y o z), and (x o y) o z, and define an operation, +, in 5 as follows: For s, s' in AKJB, with a (unique) sum defined in AKJB (hence s, s' both in A or both in B), we define s+s' to be this sum; we define, for the given x, y f z f the following sums: x+y -
x o y, y+z-y o z, (x+y)+z -(x o y)+z -{x o y) o z, and x+(y+z)-x + (y o z) -x o (y o z).
We also require that 0+s=»s+0 = ,s, for every 5 in 5. Then 5 is a half-loop, as is easily verified, and the argument proceeds as before.
We define a normal subloop of the loop L to be one which is the kernel of some homomorphism of L. We may now prove: THEOREM But, under the homomorphism a of L into T, we have ca
A free summand of a loop L is normal if and only if the free summand is 0 or L (that is, nontrivial free summands are not normal).
so that c is in the kernel of a.
Hence PROOF. L is generated by the half-loop, z\JG> since the subloop of L which is generated by z and G contains ƒ+g and G, and therefore contains ƒ and G.
Let j3 be a homomorphism of z\JG into a loop T. In T there exists one and only one element ƒ ' such that f'+gP -zfi. We define a mapping a oîf^JG into T as follows: Let got -gfi for every g in G, and define fa=f'. This map is well-defined and is a homomorphism of fUG into T. Since L is freely generated by ƒUG, a may be extended to a homomorphism 7 of I into T. Then zy =* (f+g)y ~fy+gy ~fa+ga =/'+g/3 = 2i8. Hence 7 induces j3 on z. That is, the homomorphism j3 of 2UG into T has been extended to a homomorphism of L into T. Hence L is freely generated by z\JG and, therefore (by 2°), by ZUG. That is, L = Z*G.
We restate next a theorem proved in [i].
GENERAL SUBLOOP THEOREM FOR SUBLOOPS OF FREE SUMS. If

L= ^2*L(v) t and if S is a subloop of L, then S=Fs* S*^^-^))» where: (i) Fg is a free loop whose rank is uniquely determined by S and the L(v).
(
ii) F s has a free basis, F 0 , with the property : If a is an automorphism of L such that Sa = S and L(v)a = L(v) for every v, then F s a = F s and a effects a permutation of the elements of F 0 .
A corollary of this theorem is the statement that every subloop of a free loop is free.
Note. If L has a free summand, F9*0, then F is a free loop if and only if in every decomposition of L into free summands there is a free summand which has as a free summand a free loop 9*0. For, suppose L-A *B is any decomposition of L into free summands. Then L -F*G is also a decomposition of L and G9*L, since F9*0. By the subloop theorem, A =F A * {AC\F) * (AC\G) and B~F B *(BniF) * (BC\G). Now if neither A nor B has a free loop not equal to 0 as a free summand, then FA~Ar\F=*FB~BC\F~0, since all these are free loops. But then A ~AC\G and B = JBP\G, from which we see that GZ)A\JB. Since L is (freely) generated by A\JB, then L=*G, which is a contradiction. THEOREM 
If L=A*B, A, B 9*0, then A is a characteristic subloop of L if and only if both the following conditions are satisfied : (i) No free summand not equal to 0 of A is a free loop. (ii) No free summand not equal to 0 of A is isomorphic to a free summand of B.
PROOF. Suppose first that A is a characteristic subloop of L. We prove first the necessity of (i).
Assume that A has a free summand 9*0 which is a free loop. Then we may represent A as A=F*Ai, where F is a free cyclic loop generated by f 9*0 (see 3°). Then L=*(F*A X ) *B = F* (A X *B). Let b be any nonzero element in B and consider the unique element z of L satisfying z~f+b. Then z is not in A and not in B, since AC\B~0. By Lemma B, we have L -Z * (A\ * B), where Z is the cyclic subloop of L generated by z.
We define a mapping ]8 of f\J(A\*B) upon zU(Ai*B) as follows: Let #j3 = x for every x in A\ * B f and let//3 = s. Then j3 is single-valued since/is not in A% * B. Furthermore, j3 is an isomorphism oif\J{A\ * B) upon 2U(i4j* J5). Since L is freely generated by f\J(Ai *B), /3 may be extended to an endomorphism a of i, but this endomorphism is actually an automorphism of L since L is also freely generated by z\J(A\*B) (see 1°). Since a is an extension of j8, Fa -Z. But ^a = (F* < 4 1 )a===7? ?, a:* -4 1J 8==Z*^li, and hence .4a:5*-4, since z is in Z * Au but s is not in A. This is impossible, however, since A is a characteristic subloop of Z. Hence A can have no free summand 9*0 which is free, proving the necessity of condition (i).
If A has a free summand not equal to 0 which is isomorphic to a free summand of 5, we may represent A and B as follows : A =*Ai * A%\ B = Bi*Bi with j8 the given isomorphism of A 2 upon B*. We then de-fine a map a of AiKJAJ^JBi^JB* -J into itself as follows: xa=*x for every x inAxUBxiAta^Azfi^B*;
and Btpt-Btft^^At. Then a is an automorphism of / and since L is freely generated by ƒ, there is one and only one automorphism y of L inducing a in /. But Ay~(Ai*At)y=*Aiy*AfY (by é°)=Aia*A2a sss Ai*B2t and since AC\B ~Q, Ai* B^A. Hence -4Y 5*.4, in contradiction to the fact that A is a characteristic subloop of L. That is, A can have no free summand not equal to 0 which is isomorphic to a free summand of J3, which finishes the proof of the necessity of conditions (i) and (ii). Now, assuming that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, let a be any automorphism of L. Then L~A *B=Aa* Ba (by 4°) and Aa is isomorphic to A % Ba is isomorphic to B. Using the Subloop Theorem we have: A ~C4f\4a) * (Ar\Ba), since by (i), A has no free summand not equal to 0 which is free. Also, Ba = FB<X * (BaC\A) * (Ba(~\B). But then BaC\A, a free summand of -4, is isomorphic to a free summand of B and, by condition (ii), then Bal^A = 0 and A ~A(~\Aa.
We have, similarly, B=*F B * (BC\Aa) * (BC\Ba) and Aa = (AaC\A) * (AaC\B), since Aa is isomorphic to A and A satisfies condition (i). Then AaC\B, a free summand of B, is isomorphic to a free summand of A. Hence Aa(~\B~0, and we have Aa=ADAa~A f proving that A is characteristic. PROOF. There exists one decomposition of L into characteristic free summands satisfying condition (a)-namely, the trivial one, L=L. Consider the cross-cuts of all free summands from any one decomposition of L into characteristic free summands satisfying (a), with each of those of every other such decomposition of L. By Theorem 4, then, L is the free sum of all such cross-cuts, the latter being characteristic subloops of L. Clearly this last decomposition of L satisfies also (b), proving the theorem.
A loop L is free irreducible if L has no decomposition into nonzero free summands other than the trivial decomposition, L~L. In particular, a free loop F9*0 is free irreducible if (and only if) PROOF. Suppose L has a nontrivial decomposition into characteristic free summands, K(w). Then no K(w) has a free summand not equal to 0 which is free or is isomorphic to a free summand of K(w'), for Wy*w' (Corollary to Theorem 2). It follows from the remarks made above, then, that no L(v) is a free loop and that not all the L{v) are isomorphic.
Conversely, if conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then L obviously has one nontrivial decomposition into characteristic free summands. For, there exists at least one pair of free summands, L(v') and L{v"), which are not isomorphic. Then L-A *B, where A is the free sum of all the L(v) which are isomorphic to L(v') and B is the free sum of the remaining L(v), is such a decomposition. The decomposition consisting of the cross-cuts of all free summands from any one such decomposition with each of those of every other such decomposition will have the further properties of the theorem. 
